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Abstract— In current era of “IoT” i.e. Internet of Things, overall internet is made intelligent by making each individual 
‘smart’ at its own place. This paper covers few aspects of it in simple way.  Use of distributed energy sources including both 
renewable and non renewable in smart grid technology has gain lot of importance in today’s era facing energy crisis. These 
distributed resources provide greatest flexibility whenever continuous and uniform deployment of power flow is required, 
across all networks. Optimization over traditional grid is carried out in the field of energy efficiency, reliability and easiness 
user friendly. Setting humans at utmost importance biomedical field is selected as an application of distributed smart grid 
system to maintain and monitor continuous power supply for medical equipments. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

Though each of the sector power, energy, 
biomedical, communication and concept of ‘Smart 
Grid’ itself has its own numerous aspects distributed 
depth. A small implementation based approach is 
initiated with this paper with introductory 
information. As main goal of this paper is to cover 
maximum aspects of above mentioned fields by 
following system design-integration approach rather 
than research approach which focus on single content 
in detail. 

The overall framework of proposed system is as 
shown in the figure 1. 

 
Fig  1. Main framework of system 

 
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 
 
  Main framework of system is as shown in 
figure1 and its corresponding hardware 
implementation can also be seen in succeeding figure 
.As shown in main framework diagram three energy 
sources that is main supply solar and wind are 
connected to Labview for monitoring purpose. Here 
6V output is maintained for battery charging purpose. 
For the same one of the loads is taken as 3 lead ECG 
sensing hardware circuit as shown in figure 2. 

 
Fig 2.Hardware of proposed system 

 
Separately audio signals acquired through my 

DAQ through its audio port .Other loads, both AC 
and DC can be controlled either manually or timely 
through Labview interaction panel. Remaining 
remote user interaction subsection is implemented 
through either via serial COM port or USB or LAN 
port as per data transfer rate and application. 
 
LABVIEW PROGRAMS 
 
Labview based programming is used for generating 
GUI and controlling the hardware components 
through NI my DAQ device. These virtual 
instruments called as ‘vi’ contains block diagram 
code also known as G code (Graphical Source Code) . 
Mainly we have divided main system into four vi 
programs that could be accessed via main GUI 
created; helps to achieve parallel programming. 

 
Fig   3. Main GUI panel view 
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Vi1. Power & Energy Unit  
 The first vi is focused on generating 

interaction panel for managing power sources is as 
shown in figure 4 given below 

 
Fig  4.  Power & Energy Unit 

 
The term distributed is referred to section of 

energy sources, which contains both nonrenewable & 
renewable energy sources as main power supply and 
solar, wind respectively. Automatic source switching 
is performed to keep power flow uninterrupted in 
distributed energy management unit using Labview 
and corresponding electronic circuitry. 

 It is as shown in figure 4 fluctuations, 
distortions in source signal can be easily observed. In 
wind model source producing sinusoidal signal 
evolves important parameters like frequency, 
amplitudes, phase. The nature of signal ; simple 
complex, noisy, random, increases importance of 
parameters like rms value, average value , power 
factor ,Q factor associated with it. 

Here hybrid filter and full wave rectifier 
circuits are also added for filtering and conversion 
purpose. Additionally a buck boost converter system 
is also proposed. 

 
Vi2. Biomedical Interface Unit 
 Second GUI indicates biomedical features of 
subsystem which mainly contains ECG & audio 
signals and its various parameters as indicated in 
corresponding figures that is figure 5 and figure 6 
respectively. 

 
Fig  5. Biomedical Interface Unit (ECG) 
 
ECG Signal related to human body controls 

muscles through electrical signals. One of the most 
important signals is that of the heart.3 lead ECG 
signals measured using electrodes with suitable 
filters. The human body generates ECG signals at 

with amplitude of about 1mV. Provisions for 
protection against signals. Finally, the captured signal 
is gained up by the AD620 instrumentation amplifier. 
To achieve a large enough output signal, there will be 
a second gain stage is added through circuit. 

Audio signal acquired are tested for pitch, 
frequency and its contents and other parameters as 
shown in figure 6.  

 

 
Fig  6. Biomedical Interface Unit (Audio) 

 
Vi3. Temperature Control Unit 

Third vi is dedicated to Temperature 
Monitoring and Control function. Its front panel is as 
shown in figure 7 which shows temperature 
waveform and alarm limits for controlling device 
such as fan. It is viewed as one of the measuring 
parameter for physical thermal content of any system.  

 
Fig   7. Temperature Control Unit 

 
Temperature decides feasible conditions of 

operation of device. Here a general temperature 
monitoring through LM37 IC and control through 
myDAQ Interface. This signal can also be acquired 
through serial port. Temperate of solar panel, wind 
turbine, patients’ body & room are kept as target. 
Further alarming system & data logging is 
incorporated at GUI stage using LabVIEW. 
 
Vi4.  Remote User Interface Unit 

 This section of GUI mainly focuses on 
keeping the track of progress of main project tasks or 
functions. It saves the panel images of all vi 
programs, keep the status of myDAQ device .Hereby 
used panel images of main vi ,vi2 ,vi3 and vi4  are 
example of it. Part of this vi also concatenate all 
different data logs (text/word/tdms etc.)  and panel 
images into single file. This single file is secured by 
applying selected encryption technique and converted 
into ‘safe file’.  
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Fig  8. Remote User Interface Unit 

 
This combined file is automatically mailed to 

remote user for remote monitoring. This final front 
panel is as shown in figure 8. A reliable GUI is 
provided for monitoring and control of system 
components. Integrated communication using 
intermediate interfaces allows real time control of 
equipments, exchange of data measurements and 
optimization through atomization with certain 
parameters. Here alternative backup of records using 
serial communication & remote assistance via email 
is also included. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
All these vi programs, GUI images and corresponding 
hardware interfaces are currently part of flexible 
programming. As main project proceeds 
corresponding changes need to be made in order to 
achieve final output. 
Further advanced Lab with LabVIEW software can 
be developed with more comprehensive & fruitful 

techniques. Solar Array Simulator (SAS) that can 
reliably simulate actual performance ,issues related to 
point of common coupling (PCC), inter harmonic 
susceptibility using Utility simulation can be tested. 
Inter convertible platforms like .vi to .exe or FPGA 
with various technologies, conversion are also 
possible. 
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